Realizing the critical importance the role physical experimental tests play in understanding the dynamics of floating offshore wind turbines, the DeepCwind consortium conducted a one-fiftieth-scale model test program where several floating wind platforms were subjected to a variety of wind and wave loading conditions at the Maritime Research Institute Netherlands (MARIN) wave basin. This paper describes the observed behavior of a tension-leg support platform (TLP), one of three platforms tested, and the systematic effort to predict the measured response with the FAST simulation tool using a model primarily based on consensus geometric and mass properties of the test specimen. The initial model was tuned through adjusting damping and stiffness of the platform and tower using free-response test results.
Simulation results showed reasonable agreement with the experimental data for most quantities, including platform surge, tower-base bending moment, and tendon tension across a broad range of tests. Of particular note was the under prediction of platform-pitch acceleration for most scenarios investigated. In light of past findings for TLP pitch behavior, it was hypothesized that second-order sum-frequencies present in the experiment and not considered numerically were at least partially responsible for this error. For experimental conditions that led to slack-line events in the wave basin, FAST simulations sometimes predicted corresponding events. The prediction of the slack-line events and numerical stability of the following dynamic response was encouraging. However, multiple experimental tests showed slack-line events that were not predicted numerically. In particular, the FAST simulations failed to predict slack-line events that occurred while the rotor was stationary. It is believed that under prediction of wind drag on the tower, the exposed portion of the platform, and possibly the rotor was the primary cause for this modeling error. Increasing the accuracy for the pitch response would improve prediction of slack-line events.
It is suggested that the following efforts be made to improve FAST's predictive capabilities for turbines supported on floating platforms: 1) Allow specification of platform geometries other than a constant diameter cylinder for the computation of hydrodynamic forces. The need for adjustments to damping would likely decrease if the geometry of the TLP were modeled explicitly (e.g. the larger diameter portion near the bottom of the platform and the platform legs); 2) Implement a dynamic model of the platform tendons so that contributions beyond cable tension are more explicitly considered; 3) Consider second-order hydrodynamics that are believed to be a source of error in the prediction of the platform pitch; and 4) Develop wave loading routines for FAST that more readily allow for reproduction of the experimentally observed wave time history instead of only matching the wave spectrum, similar to how a variable wind time history can be explicitly defined.
Further, future wave tank tests for a TLP supported floating turbine should consider: 1) additional instrumentation to ascertain tower mode shapes to assist in classification of resonant frequencies as specific mode types; 2) the importance of the pitch response of a TLP and how to accurately quantify the pitch response experimentally; 3) higher sampling rates to better capture the response of the tower-bending behavior that, for the tested TLP, appears to be highly coupled with platform dynamics; and 4) better scaling of rotor aerodynamics.
In light of potential improvements, results based on current simulation capabilities showed that a calibrated FAST model was, within a reasonable level of accuracy, able to predict many dynamic response quantities of a TLP-supported floating turbine under numerous loading scenarios.
Introduction
Under the direction of the University of Maine, an experimental test was performed on a one-fiftieth-scale floating wind turbine model to investigate the behavior of three different floating platform concepts at the Maritime Research Institute Netherlands (MARIN). The one-fiftieth-scale turbine design was based on the National Renewable Energy Laboratory's (NREL) 5-MW reference turbine (Jonkman et al. 2009 ) with modifications required to accommodate construction at test scale. Detailed information regarding the model scale turbine is documented by Martin (2011) . The turbine was placed on three different support platforms: a spar buoy, a semisubmersible, and a tension-leg platform (TLP). Summaries of experimental results from all three support platforms are available in Goupee et al. (2012) and Koo et al. (2012) . Of the three platforms tested, the TLP was considerably lighterweight and would likely be more economical in terms of material costs, but not necessarily in anchoring costs. This manuscript details the test results for the TLP and does not address the results from the spar buoy or the semisubmersible. Figure 1 illustrates the turbine test configuration. The paper presents a more in-depth analysis of the preliminary TLP results published by Stewart et al. (2012) . Specifically, the model developed by Stewart is further refined, scenarios for more simulations are presented, and quantities predicted numerically by the FAST tool (Jonkman and Buhl 2005) and those observed experimentally are compared.
Experimental Setup and Conventions
The test turbine represents turbines under consideration for near-term deployment to deepwater sites where a floating platform is required. Pertinent details of the model scale turbine are presented in Table 1 . In many respects the scaled properties of the tested turbine departs significantly from the 5-MW NREL reference turbine. Though tested at one-fiftieth scale, all results presented here are translated to full scale using similitude laws (Jain et al. 2012 ) for ease of interpretation. A summary of the platform parameters is shown in Table 2. For reference, the coordinate convention used herein is illustrated in Figure 2 . Translation of the platform is referred to as surge, sway, and heave, which are in the X, Y, and Z directions, respectively. For platform rotation, the terms roll, pitch, and yaw are used to represent positive right-handed rotation about each of the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively.
Dynamic Properties of Physical Turbine Model
Impulse-response experiments were performed on the turbine by hitting the structure with a hammer, both while connected to a very rigid base (mimicking a land-based support) and also while supported by each of the three floating platforms. The turbine was struck in both the X and Y directions at the water level, 25 m above the water level, and 92.5 m above the water level. An additional strike was performed in the vertical (Z) direction at 25 m above water level. The hammer used in the tests was not instrumented and, as a result, only output quantities are available for analysis. Analyses of hammer tests are presented by Martin (2011) and de Ridder et al. (2011b; 2011a) . For the rigid-base tests, Martin found a natural frequency of 0.29 Hertz (Hz) for the tower's primary bending mode in the fore-aft and side-to-side directions. The second fore-aft natural frequency identified by Martin on the rigid platform is 1.24 Hz. When placed on the TLP, little change was observed by Martin in the frequency of the tower's primary fore-aft (0.28 Hz) and side-to-side modes (0.29 Hz). The second fore-aft frequency was reported as 1.16 Hz. De Ridder et al. (de Ridder et al. 2011b) only reported the first fore-aft natural frequency with a slightly lower value of 0.274 Hz when on the rigid support and 0.267 Hz when supported by the TLP. Full plots of the TLP hammer tests that showed results beyond the primary bending mode of the tower were presented by de Ridder et al. (de Ridder et al. 2011a ), but no interpretation was provided. It appears that peak picking from the power spectrum was used by both Martin and de Ridder et al. to develop reported results.
To gain further insight from the hammer tests, the frequency-domain-decomposition (FDD) algorithm (Brincker et al. 2000) was used to clarify modes that may not have been identified by peak picking. For the hammer tests, the instrumentation used was a limited subset of that used in the other tests and was recorded at 141.4 Hz instead of 14.14 Hz. For consistency between instruments, only translational accelerometers placed along the tower were used in the analysis presented here. Three channels for the low and mid accelerometers ( Figure 3 ) were recorded and available for the tests, which results in a total of six channels. The limited number of channels, in particular only one accelerometer on the flexible portion of the tower, presents a challenge in identifying the modes of the turbine when supported on the TLP. It is typical that the number of modes capable of being identified is limited to the number of channels. Using insight gained from the FAST model of the TLP supported turbine, additional modes were inferred. Results are summarized in Table 3 with data processing such that the minimum frequency step resolved was 0.004 Hz. Differences between the results reported here and those in the past will be addressed later in this manuscript.
Calibration of the FAST Model
As reported and clearly demonstrated in Stewart et al. (2012) , a FAST model of the TLP-supported turbine simply based on scaled-design specifications for the model of the rotor, nacelle, tower, and platform (Martin 2011; de Ridder et al. 2011b; de Ridder et al. 2011a) produces results that diverge significantly from those observed in the wave tank. This divergence was also present in the spar and semisubmersible results. To reduce the discrepancies and gain more in-depth insight from the experimental results, investigations using the DeepCwind data have adopted the approach of adjusting the numerical model to more accurately recreate observed test results for a small subset of the tests. This tuning was justified as a preliminary way to account for unknown data and to include the effects of physics, such as the viscous drag on the platform legs, that are not explicitly modeled numerically. In this investigation two main properties, damping and stiffness, for the platform degrees of freedom (DOFs) were adjusted to approximate the influence of unmodeled physics and possibly account for other modeling limitations, such as material properties. In addition, component mass, stiffness, and aerodynamic properties were adjusted as deemed appropriate (Martin 2011 , Stewart et al. 2012 .
Because the tendons are critically important to the response of a TLP, it was decided to first determine the appropriate platform displacement that best recreated the experimentally reported tendon tension. For the DeepCwind TLP, MARIN reports a displacement of 2,840 metric tons (de Ridder et al. 2011b) , which for an assumed water density of 1,025 kilograms per meter cubed (kg/m 3 ), is equivalent to a displaced volume of 2,770 m 3 . In processing the experimental data, tendon tension for each test was zeroed to remove sensor drift, and a static value was added from an early calibration test (de Ridder et al. 2011b ). The static values vary from a minimum of 4,697.6 kilonewtons (kN) for tendon 1 (downwind, positive X), 4,754.9 kN for tendon 2 (upwind, positive Y), and a maximum of 4,813.3 kN for tendon 3 (upwind, negative Y). However, due to the symmetry of the numerical model when simulated in the FAST tool, tendons 2 and 3 show identical tensions when the turbine is at rest. Due to this discrepancy between the numerical and experimental results, instead of trying to match the individual tendon tension, the average tension was matched. To accomplish this, platform displacement was iteratively altered so that the average line tension matched the average line tension observed experimentally. The resulting value of displaced volume of 2748.8 m 3 was adopted. This change represents less than a 1% reduction in the displaced volume. This small discrepancy is possibly due to measurement error or other discrepancies between the idealized configuration and the actual test configuration.
Free-decay tests were conducted that focused on identifying the frequencies and decay rates of the six DOFs: surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw. By applying additional damping and stiffness to each of the six platform DOFs, these test results provided the body of information used to calibrate the FAST turbine model. Past efforts to calibrate the TLP model focused on adding damping that was linearly proportional to the velocity for each DOF (Stewart et al. 2012 ). More detailed investigation of the damping for each platform DOF, however, showed amplitude dependence. The upper portion of Figure 4 shows the time trace of the experimentally recorded platform-surge displacement in blue for a surge free-decay test. In the lower portion, the log-decrement method is used to estimate the approximate damping ratio for each successive cycle. The experimental results clearly show amplitude dependence for the damping. Similar to that assumed in the Morison Equation, a drag term that is proportional to the velocity squared was added for each of the platform DOFs to approximate the drag behavior observed in the test data.
The platform-heave natural frequency was used to calibrate the tendon axial stiffness. Initial models used a value of 7,500 meganewtons (MN) for the cross-sectional stiffness of each tendon (de Ridder et al. 2011b) . However with the fixed system mass and displacement specified above and the specified stiffness, the resulting heave frequency was approximately 1 Hz (Stewart et al. 2012) . Experimental results showed a heave frequency closer to 0.86 Hz (Table 3 ). The discrepancy is possibly caused by compliance introduced by the force gauges used to measure tendon tension. To match the observed frequency, the tendon stiffness was reduced to 6,118 MN. Additionally, to reduce initial heave transients, the unstretched tendon length was slightly modified from the specified value of 171.4 m to 171.36 m. After adjusting the tendon stiffness and unstretched length, the added damping was iteratively adjusted. In the final model, a value of 0 was used for additional linear damping and a value of 2.5 MNs 2 /m 2 was used for quadratic damping. This additional quadratic damping likely represents energy dissipation of the unmodeled viscous drag from the platform legs and larger diameter portion of the platform moving vertically in the water.
Following calibration of the platform tendons for tension and heave vibration characteristics, the other platform DOFs were calibrated in a similar manner to match experimentally recorded free-response tests. A summary of the required adjustments are presented in Table 4 . An example of the resulting match for the free-decay surge test is provided in Figure 4 . Visual inspection of the recreated time history (red) shows it is almost identical to that recorded in the wave tank (blue). The damping estimates from the model and the experiment differ more significantly than the time histories, but recreate the approximate damping levels across a range of displacements with results diverging slightly for large amplitudes.
The tower mode shapes required by FAST were generated in BModes (Bir 2005 ) using the properties derived for the calibrated platform mass and stiffness characteristics, hydrodynamic added mass and hydrostatic restoring properties from a WAMIT model (WAMIT Inc. 2006) , and mass and stiffness properties of the turbine tower and mooring system. After removing the translation and rotation at the tower base as required by FAST (Figure 5 ), the mode shapes predicted by BModes were able to be accurately approximated as a 6 th -order polynomial for direct use in the FAST model. Table 3 presents a summary of the modal frequencies predicted by the calibrated model and those observed experimentally.
For illustrative purposes, the mode shapes predicted at 0.267 Hz and 1.30 Hz are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7. These two frequencies both contain tower fore-aft bending and platform-pitch contributions. In past publications, these two modes have been interpreted in various combinations as tower 1 st fore-aft bending, platform pitch, and tower 2 nd fore-aft bending. The figures clearly illustrate the high degree of coupling between tower bending and platform rotation in the overall turbine dynamics that has made interpretation of these modes difficult. Investigation of the mode shape at 1.30 Hz (Figure 7) shows that the tower is in single curvature, which supports the interpretation of a beam 1 st bending mode in which the boundary conditions resemble a free-free condition instead of a fixed-free condition. Based on the extremely low frequencies for surge and sway, it is clear that translation of the tower base more closely resembles a free condition, but conclusions about the rotational fixity are not as clear and have contributed to variations in classification of modes . Because the mode shape at 1.30 Hz shows single curvature and is at a higher frequency than the fixed-base 1 st fore-aft bending frequency (Martin 2011; de Ridder et al. 2011b) , it is interpreted as the 1 st fore-aft tower-bending frequency. The presence of a higher mode (3.236 Hz) that clearly shows double curvature in the tower (Figure 8 ) further supports this interpretation. Subsequently, the mode at 0.267 Hz is interpreted as platform pitch. Similar logic was employed in classification of the tower side-to-side and platform-roll modes.
Simple Loading
Following hammer and free-response testing, the turbine was subjected to a number of loading scenarios. Initial scenarios focused on single-source loading from either wind or waves. A summary of the tests conducted for the wind-only load cases is reported in Table 5 . Simulations in FAST were conducted that corresponded to the experimental test conditions for these tests, but wind speeds were altered slightly from those reported by de Ridder et al. (2011b) to more accurately simulate the measured experimental conditions. For each simulation, a total of approximately 43 minutes was simulated, but only the final 10-minute period was analyzed to ensure that transient behavior did not influence the reported results. The lengths of experimental tests varied, but for consistency in the results reported here, a 10-minute period was selected and used. For the wind-only tests, the primary quantity of interest was the force exerted on the system by the wind. Mean platform surge ( Figure 9 ) and tower-bending moment ( Figure 10) were the main measured quantities impacted by static wind forces. The MARIN and FAST data show a horizontal offset for display purposes and the FAST simulations occurred at the same wind speeds as the MARIN tests. Due to past efforts to calibrate airfoil properties for the tested turbine, simulation results showed good agreement with those observed experimentally (Martin 2011 , Coulling et al. 2013a . Aerodynamic characteristics of the scaled model's rotor were one of the areas that differed most significantly from the 5-MW NREL reference turbine and the resulting rated wind speed was approximately 21 m/s instead of 12 m/s. This difference in aerodynamics resulted in higher wind speeds for specific rotor speeds than would be expected for the 5-MW reference turbine. It was noted that for the high wind condition (30.5 m/s)-when the blades were feathered and the rotor was not spinning-there was a more significant under prediction in terms of percentage of platform surge. The primary source of this discrepancy was likely due to the wind drag on the tower and exposed portion of the platform not being calculated in the FAST model. When the rotor was stationary and feathered, these forces contribute a larger fraction of the overall wind force on the turbine system. The trends observed for the wind-only simulations suggest that the wind force should be reasonably predicted for situations where the rotor was spinning but may be underestimated when the rotor was stationary.
A complementary set of tests were conducted in which loading consisted of only regular waves at a fixed period and magnitude. The parameters of the waves imparted are summarized in Table 6 . As with the wind-only tests, a set of 43-minute simulations were run with corresponding load conditions. Reported results only contain information for the final 10-minute portion of the simulations after all initial transients had dissipated. As before, only a 10-minute portion of the experimental results were considered for comparison. Similar to the wind-only tests, the platform-surge statistics showed reasonable results (Figure 11 ). For the smaller sea states (1.92 m and 7.58 m), the predictions were of high quality but deteriorated as wave amplitude increased and the period elongated. The largest error, an approximately 25% under prediction, occurred for waves with a period of 20 s and a height of 11.12 m. However, platform-pitch acceleration, reported in Figure 12 , was significantly under predicted by as much as a factor of 10 in many cases. Clearly, an underlying mechanism exciting pitch of the platform-likely second-order hydrodynamics-was not well captured in the FAST model (Coulling et al. 2013b ). Other investigated parameters, including tendon tension, tower-bending moment, and platform heave, showed significantly better agreement.
An illustrative reproduction of representative platform-response plots is shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 . In the left portion of Figure 14 , the differences in platform-pitch acceleration are shown. Though the experimental measurement visibly shows a noise floor that impedes a clear picture of the pitch response in comparison to the simulations, peaks are visible at two frequencies, the wave frequency (0.13 Hz) and the platform-pitch frequency (0.268 Hz). The predicted response shows reasonable correlation in amplitude at the wave frequency but underestimates the response at the platform-pitch frequency. This discrepancy can be partially explained by the presence of harmonics in the experimentally realized regular waves that were not present in the simulated waves, which leads to unsimulated excitation at the platform-pitch frequency. It was believed that, more generally, the under prediction of platform pitch can be attributed to second-order sum-frequency excitation. Past investigations have shown this phenomenon to be important in understanding the pitch response of a TLP (Naess and Ness 1992; Kim 1991) . This is particularly true because typical pitch and roll frequencies of TLPs reside outside of the range of significant wave energy and are not directly excited. Second-order hydrodynamics may also contribute to the under prediction of platform surge for long period waves.
These simple load cases suggest that the turbine dynamics are reasonably recreated across many different independent wind and wave conditions, but appear to systematically underestimate extremes for investigated response quantities.
Combined Loading for Normal Conditions
Of more interest than isolated wind or wave loading is combined wind and wave loading scenarios. Numerous wind and wave loading scenarios were conducted in the experiment as identified in Table 7 . Here the results where the turbine was excited by a JONSWAP (Joint North Sea Wave Observation Project) spectrum while simultaneously being subjected to steady winds of different levels are presented. As before, numerical simulations were conducted for a total of approximately 43 minutes with the last 10-minute portion of the simulation used for the reported results to ensure transient behavior did not influence results. Similarly, the last 10-minute portion of the experimental response was selected by visual inspection for reported results. In addition, for these simulations, a user-defined wave spectrum was introduced in FAST to match the wave spectrum recorded experimentally. Though the realized wave time histories do not coincide, the difference between the wave power spectra was minimized through this approach. Figure 15 shows a comparison of the waves recorded in the tank as compared to those simulated for the test with 11.4-m/s winds and JONSWAP waves with a peak-spectral wave period (T p ) of 12.1 s and significant wave height (H s ) of 7.1 m. Both the time history and power spectra show good qualitative correlation. A summary of the quantitative statistics of the waves, presented in Figure 15 , also shows reasonable agreement. Results for the presented cases should be viewed with consideration that differences in wave statistics will likely propagate to the turbine-response parameters. This was particularly true for the final scenario presented where the wave basin showed wave heights varying from -6.8 m to 7.8 m, but the FAST simulation only had waves varying from -6.2 m to 4.9 m.
For a TLP, tendon tension is of particular importance for design. Figure 16 presents a summary of the tension statistics for tendon 1 (the downwind tendon), which exhibited the largest variation among the tendons. Due to direct calibration of mean tendon tension and the dominance of the mean component in the magnitude, relatively good agreement was observed across most of the tests presented. However, the experimental tendon tension showed a negative value for the test with 21-m/s winds and a 7.1-m significant wave height, meaning that the tendon had gone slack. It is essential that slack-line events do not occur for a deployed system because the following force from the snap-back of the tendon will likely exceed the tendon, anchor, or fairlead capacity and create an impulse that will be propagated through the structure, exciting all of its Eigen frequencies. For a TLP with 3 legs like the one investigated here (which has no redundancy), such an event could cause complete loss of a realistic full-scale system. The FAST simulation for the corresponding scenario does not predict this negative tendon tension and the subsequent significant peak in tension.
Inspection of the slack-line event in the experimental time history clearly showed that it was in direct response to a significant wave. The specific wave sequence was a trough elevation of -6.8 m followed by a crest of 7.3 m and another subsequent trough of -6.1 m. Though the FAST wave power spectra showed a good match with the experimental power spectra, the most extreme comparable wave was a -6.1 m trough followed by a 4.8 m crest and a trough of -4.7 m. It is likely that if FAST were capable of directly recreating the large wave, the slack-line event would have been numerically predicted. For this reason, it is suggested that efforts be made to enable more direct simulation of an observed wave time history in FAST instead of simply matching the wave spectrum.
Again, platform-pitch acceleration (Figure 17) is significantly underestimated. The extent of underestimation is more significant than that for the regular wave tests. Figure 18 shows a typical comparison of the wave time history and power spectra from the wave tank and the simulation. Unlike the regular wave tests, where harmonics that were present in the wave tank were not recreated numerically, the power spectra showed good agreement across all platform frequencies. This suggests that some excitation mechanism was not being modeled numerically. Based on past findings (Naess and Ness 1992; Kim 1991) showing that second-order sum-frequency wave loads contribute significantly to the pitch response of a TLP, it was hypothesized that this was at least partially attributable to their omission in the simulation.
Despite the under prediction of platform-pitch acceleration across all tests and the lack of predicting the observed slack-line event in 21-m/s winds with 7.1-m waves, the FAST model did a good job predicting the character of the turbine response for many of the investigated parameters. Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the time histories and power spectra for some quantities of interest for the test with an 11.4-m/s wind speed and a 7.1-m significant wave height. These figures clearly show similar response characteristics for all time histories other than platform-pitch acceleration. Further, with consideration of the noise floor of the experimental instrumentation, which is clearly evident in the platform surge above 0.3 Hz, the power spectra match well. For frequencies above 0.4 Hz, results diverge more significantly than at lower frequencies.
Combined Wind and Wave Loading for Extreme Conditions
Beyond normal operational scenarios, it is vital to be able to predict the extreme response of a structure. Table 8 presents parameters for what are considered survival conditions for the turbine. One scenario has the turbine operating in an extreme sea state and the other has the turbine rotor stationary in winds beyond the turbine cut-out wind speed. Statistics for the simulated wave conditions show better agreement with the experimental conditions (Figure 21 ) than those for the calmer sea states discussed above. Tendon 1 results for the wave tank clearly show slack-line events for both conditions (Figure 22 ). In the numerically simulated results, it was observed that a slack-line event was only predicted for the operational scenario. This lack of prediction of a slack-line event when the rotor was stationary can be partially justified by the under prediction of wind forces in such a scenario (Figure 9 ), which would cause the downwind tendon (tendon 1) tension to be overestimated. It is possible that improvements in prediction of wind forces for the stationary rotor condition would improve prediction of a slack-line event.
A qualitative comparison of the time histories and power spectra for the operational extreme test shows a better degree of correlation between the experimental results and numerical simulations ( Figure 23 and Figure 24 ) than in calmer sea states. The time history of tendon 1 in the right portion of Figure 23 shows the slack-line event around 250 seconds. This event was responsible for both extremes seen in the experiment and the simulation in Figure 22 . FAST showed reasonable correlation with the minima, but under predicts the snap-back of the line. The source of under prediction of the snap-back was unclear, but may be attributable to the lack of a dynamic model for the tendon, or possibly, the selected quadratic damping model over estimates the damping for platform pitch in such an extreme event. The power spectrum of the tension for tendon 1 showed that most of the contributing frequencies to the tendon tension were well modeled. Specifically, the wave excitation centered around 0.09 Hz, platform pitch at 0.268 Hz, and platform heave at 0.863 Hz. However, the contribution from tower first bending at 1.3 Hz was significantly underestimated by FAST. It is possible that the tower damping value selected, 2.1% for the first mode, was too high. However, significantly reducing the value to 0.5% made little difference.
It is interesting to observe the platform-pitch acceleration for the extreme sea scenarios (Figure 25 ). For the test with the stationary rotor, where a slack-line event occurred but was not predicted, the platform-pitch acceleration was severely under predicted, as before. However, when a slack-line occurred both in the wave tank and in the numerical simulation, results for platform-pitch acceleration showed considerably better agreement. This supports the suggestion that the physical mechanism exciting the platform in pitch was not captured in the FAST model for most events, but when the excitation mechanism was captured, results for platform response were well predicted. This could, as suggested earlier, be due to the lack of second-order sum-frequency excitation in FAST.
Conclusions
Results presented here confirm that FAST produces meaningful results for simulation of a TLP when a model is carefully calibrated. Considering the current capabilities and observed accuracy presented here for FAST simulations, there is a possibility for large errors in an uncalibrated model, and design of a reliable TLP-supported floating turbine may be more challenging than other concepts currently under consideration. Of particular importance is addressing the challenges in accurately predicting the pitch response of the platform. It is possible that inclusion of second-order hydrodynamics and a dynamic mooring line model will contribute to improving simulation accuracy. This challenge is somewhat unique to the TLP concept, where platform roll, pitch, and heave reside outside of frequencies directly excited by the waves. A better understanding of interaction between tower bending and platform roll/pitch is also likely to improve simulation accuracy. To accomplish this, it is suggested that future tests focus more effort on identifying tower-bending characteristics, improve accuracy of platform-pitch measurements to capture the small pitch values associated with a TLP, and capture data at a higher rate to better resolve behavior of the tower. The need to simulate additional damping in the platform response will likely be reduced if the platform geometry, such as changes in diameter and platform legs, and associated viscous drag are explicitly modeled in all directions. Finally, efforts to compare experimental results to simulations would benefit from a method that is able to directly simulate the experimentally realized wave time history. The lack of this ability is likely a key contributor to the failure to numerically predict some of the slack-line events that occurred experimentally. Overall, the results are encouraging and show that, even for a relatively light platform subjected to extreme sea states, many design parameters are reasonably predicted by FAST. 
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